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Treating karyotype analysis the question of the corresponding chromosome pairs in the given diploid cell picture
appears. The solution of this problem can be worked by
mathematic methods and the number of pictures being
large the digital computers can be also used. This possibility is described by P. M. LABAUVE,
R. J. LABAUVE,
D. F.
PETERSEN
(1965) and R. S. LEULEY
(1964). The application of
computers in the case of the small number of the pictures,
however, may be ineffective and some "manual" efficient
methods for the above mentioned problem are to be found
out.
The main purpose of the present paper is to suggest a
graphic method, where one point graph corresponds to the
every chromosome picture. The graph is treated by a
simple nomogram. The application of nomography in
biology is known already, we can cite from the recent
Papers, e. g. Z. SESTAK
(1966).

Method
Let us assume that the chromosomes on the diploid cell
chromosome picture are preliminarily divided into morphologically different groups (e. g. according to the presence of satelites, or the approximate izobrachiality). Every
group is treated independently and the chromosome pairs
are formed only within the group (where every pair is
considered to be able to be made).
Every chromosome is characterised by the two numbers
- the lenghts of the short and the long arm. These two
numbers can be considered as coordinates of a point in a
plane and we obtain a group of plane points, corresponding
to the group of chromosomes. As the chromosomes in one
group are considered to be morphologically analogous
(otherwise they could not belong to one group) the most
presumably one chromosome pair will be formed by the
chromosomes corresponding to the nearest points in the
plane. If the number of the chromosomes in one group
(and therefore the points in one plane) is larger, the formation of the corresponding point pairs may be ambiguous.
Therefore we need:
1. criterion to enable us to formulate what is meant by
the „betterUset of point pairs from the given two sets,
2. the algorithm, leading to the best (= the most probable) set of pairs in our point graph.

The criterion
Two chromosomes forming a homologue pair are theoretically supposed to be of the Same arm lengths. Measuring them we obtain the results X,, y, for shorter and longer
arm of the first chromosome and X„ y, for the second one.
X„ yl, X„ y2 are the values of some random variables
X„ Y„ X„ Y,. When we put no conditions on these variables, then no method can be obtained. Conversely assuming any hypothesis concerning them, we can hardly
perform any test before having the method for homologue
pair finding which method is only to be designed according
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to these assumptions. The authors hope that the following
suppositions which are usual in the other „measurement"
problems, are in agreement with the reality:
(i) X,, Y„ X,, Y, are mutually independent (and also
independent on the measurements a t other chromosomes
of the cell).
(ii) X„ Y,, X„ Y2 are normally distributed and MX, =
MX?, MY, = MY,.
(iii) X„ Y,, X„ Y, have the Same variances a2.
The assumption (i) is based on the fact that the measurement procedure is applied on every branch subsequently
and independently and that the other influences could be
also assumed independent.
(ii) follows from the great number of small influences
causing the errors in measurement (see the paper by
M ATERN and S IMAK , 1968).
The assumption (iii) is the weakest and can be fuliy
correct only when the chance influences consist only in
measuring procedure and in the grain of the photograph
(neglecting the other reasons as the nonlinearity of a
photograph mapping etc.).
Having (i) - (ii) fulfilled, we may suppose that X,-&
Y,-Y, are normal random variables with Zero mean
values and variances a2, = 2 02.
On the other hand, if these two chromosomes do not
form one real homologue pair, then MX, $. MX, or MY,
i MY, and a t least one from chance variables X,-X,, Y?Y, has a non-zero mean values.
Let us assume that in the considered group we have 2n
chromosomes with arm lengths X,, y, . . . . . ., X„„ Y„,. Let us
form the pairs [(X yi ); (X. Yj )I,. . ., [(xin,Yi, 1; (xj,
'1' 1
J1 1
yj )I. There are many such sets of point pairs but we need
the set corresponding to the real homologue pairs with the
greatest probability, i. e. the set for which the values
are the most
X . -Xi1
; yj,-Y+..
.; xjn-xin; yjn-yin
i
probable values of 2n independent normal chance variables
with Zero mean value and the equal variance a2,. According to the well known properties of multidimensional
normal distributions will be the n-tuple of values more
(yji-yi )* . . . . 4probable, if the total ( X -xi I'
J

+ (xjn-xin)* + (yj,-yi
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lower.

Thus we have found the criterion. Translated to the
geometrical language, the ordering of chromosome pairs
will be the more probable the sum of the distance squares
in corresponding point pairs will be the lower. There we
have confirmed the fact, that
(Xj,xi, )'
(yj1- Yil 1'
is only the Square of the distance between the points
(xil; yi ) and (X. ; y ) in a plane.
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The algorithm
First of all it is necessary to emphasize, that the algorithm, leading reliably to the optimum (i. e. to the minimum sum of the distance squares) is not suitable for

